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ABSTRACT

We report the detection of a total of 135 bursts from a recently discovered active, repeating fast

radio burst, FRB 20240114A with the GMRT over a frequency range of 300−750 MHz. The bursts

were detected with intrinsic widths ranging from 0.308 to 39.364 ms, a median scattering timescale of

2.059 ms at 400 MHz and 1.372 ms at 650 MHz. The fluences of the detected bursts range from 36.81

mJy ms to 7.47 Jy ms. Both the energy and waiting time distributions of the bursts can be fitted

with broken power laws, indicating the presence of two distinct populations of bursts. The energy

distributions were modeled via broken power law with α1 = −0.62 ± 0.01 and α2 = −1.98 ± 0.11,

while the waiting time distribution was modeled via a broken power law with α1 = −0.71± 0.01 and

α2 = −2.09±0.09. Both the energy and waiting time distributions of FRB 20240114A are comparable

to high-energy bursts from magnetars, and giant radio pulses from pulsars, indicating that such objects

could be likely progenitors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are extremely bright, tran-

sient, millisecond-scale events seen in the radio sky. Ini-

tially discovered quite serendipitously in 2007 (Lorimer

et al. 2007), they are now believed to be occurring ubiq-

uitously throughout the Universe, with an estimated sky

rate of 525±30 (stat.)+142
−131 (sys.) bursts sky

−1 day−1 (es-

timated from CHIME’s first FRB catalogue; see Amiri

et al. (2021), and the associated erratum). The unusu-

ally high values of their dispersion measure (DM) indi-

cated that these were extragalactic events, and this was

subsequently confirmed by localizations of several events

to their host galaxies (e.g.: Chatterjee et al. (2017); Ten-

dulkar et al. (2017); Bannister et al. (2019); Xu et al.

(2022) and many others). Although 941 (as per the

TNS database, checked on 15/05/2024) of these events

have been detected since their initial discovery, their ori-

gins remain a mystery. Their observed flux density, and

their large distance from us, imply energies exceeding

1022 ergs. Moreover, their timescale of a few millisec-

onds or more implies an emission region as compact as

≲ 30 km. Thus, the discovery and analysis of more such

sources can help provide a deeper insight into their pos-

sible progenitors, emission mechanisms, and host envi-

ronments.
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The CHIME/FRB collaboration reported the discov-

ery of an active, repeating FRB, FRB 20240114A,

on 26 January 2024 (Shin & CHIME/FRB Collabora-

tion 2024). Since then, several telescopes have con-

ducted follow-up observations on this source, includ-

ing Parkes/Murriyang (Uttarkar et al. 2024), Wester-

bork (Ould-Boukattine et al. 2024), FAST (Zhang et al.

2024a,b), Northern Cross (Pelliciari et al. 2024a,b),

MeerKAT (Tian et al. 2024), GMRT (Kumar et al.

2024; Panda et al. 2024), Nancay (Hewitt et al. 2024),

Allen (Joshi et al. 2024), and others. Since the source

was detected at a declination where the CHIME’s beam

is much narrower (∼ 4 minutes), they inferred a high

burst rate. This was subsequently verified by many of

the observations above, particularly by a recent obser-

vation by FAST (Zhang et al. 2024b), wherein they de-

tected ∼ 250 bursts in a single 30-minute epoch. The

burst was first potentially associated with one of several

galaxy clusters using DESI legacy imaging (O’Connor

et al. 2024), and then localized by MeerKAT (Tian et al.

2024) to within an accuracy of ∼ 1.5 arcseconds, and by

EVN PRECISE (Snelders et al. 2024) to an accuracy of

±200 milliarcseconds. Both localizations agree within

1σ of one another and indicate that the source is associ-

ated with J212739.84+041945.8, a galaxy catalogued in

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) with a photometric

redshift of z = 0.42 (Alam et al. 2015). Recent observa-

tions reported in ATel #16613 using the Optical System

for Imaging and low-Intermediate-Resolution Integrated
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Spectroscopy (OSIRIS) spectrograph at the GTC tele-

scope, gave a spectroscopic redshift of z = 0.13±0.0002,

which corresponds to a luminosity distance of DL =

610.29 Mpc. While Xing & Yu (2024) reported the pres-

ence of coincident γ-ray emission from the direction of

this source using public Fermi LAT data, this was swiftly

contradicted by Principe et al. (2024), who reported a

non-detection.

In this paper, the detection of multiple bursts from

FRB 20240114A with the uGMRT at low frequencies is

reported, along with the results from the investigation

of various statistical properties of these bursts. In §2,
the observations and data processing methodology are

described. The results from the analysis are presented

in §3, followed by a summary in §4.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

We observed FRB 20240114A on two epochs:

25/02/2024 and 14/03/2024. The former observation

was carried out for approximately 8 hours, divided into

6 scans, using uGMRT’s Band 4 receivers (550 − 750

MHz). Since the source had already been localised pre-

cisely, we chose to trade off our field-of-view for increased

sensitivity, by using the uGMRT’s phased array mode,

with a phased addition of 22 antennas providing a gain

of ∼7 K/Jy. Two beams were recorded in parallel: a

phased array beam with 4096 channels over 200 MHz

bandwidth at a time resolution of 81.92 µs, and another

phased array beam, coherently dedispersed on-the-fly to

the DM reported by CHIME (527.7 pc cm−3; see Shin &

CHIME/FRB Collaboration (2024)), with 128 channels,

over 200 MHz bandwidth at a time resolution of 2.56 µs.

The former beam was incoherently dedispersed and was

used to search for single pulses from the FRB, while the

latter beam was then used to carry out detailed analyses

of the bursts at higher time resolution that were success-

fully detected. For the second epoch, we observed the

source for approximately 4 hours, divided into 4 scans,

using uGMRT’s Band 3 and Band 4 receivers simulta-

neously. We were able to observe the source in both

bands at the same time by configuring the uGMRT in

sub-array mode, using 10 antennas in Band 3, and 12

in Band 4, which provided a gain of ∼3.8 K/Jy in both

the bands. While this results in a lower sensitivity, it al-

lows for the possibility of simultaneous detections over a

wide frequency band. Two beams were recorded in par-

allel for each sub-array: a phased array beam with 4096

channels over 200 MHz bandwidth, at a time resolution

of 163.84 µs, and a coherently-dedispersed phased ar-

ray beam, with 512 channels over 200 MHz bandwidth

at a time resolution of 20.48 µs. Simultaneously, visi-

bility data was also recorded for all these observations

with the source 2225−049 used as a bandpass, flux, and

gain calibrator, and this calibrator preceded every target

scan. We carried imaging analysis using this visibility

data with an automated imaging pipeline, which is com-

posed of flagcal (for flagging and calibrating GMRT

visibilities), PyBDSF1 (for automatic source detection),

and CASA for deconvolution and self-calibration. We car-

ried two loops of phase-only and final amplitude-phase

calibration for self-calibration.

We used the same procedure to search for bursts from

both observations. First, we cleaned the data for the ra-

dio frequency interference (RFI) using the GMRT Pul-

sar Tool (gptool2). Then, we incoherently dedispersed

the data over a DM range of 520 to 535 pc cm−3, while

downsampling the data down to a time resolution of

327.68 µs, using PRESTO’s prepsubband utility3. Af-

ter dedispersing the data, we carried out a single pulse

search, also using PRESTO, with a detection threshold

of 5σ. Since the number of candidates obtained was

large, we divided them into two separate classes based on

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): high SNR candidates with

an SNR > 10, and low SNR candidates with an SNR <

10. The former class of candidates was analysed first, af-

ter which the latter class was sifted through. In order to

help us judge between actual and spurious candidates,

we used candies4, a program used to extract meaning-

ful features from candidates (Panda et al. in prep) get-

ting developed for the SPOTLIGHT5 project. Currently,

candies constructs two features for each candidate: a

dedispersed dynamic spectrum and a DM transform.

Sifting through both classes of candidates mentioned

above gave us a total of 119 (73 in the first epoch and

46 in the second) detections in Band 4, and 16 detec-

tions in Band 3, making it a total of 135 unique bursts6.

We haven’t detected any simultaneous bursts in Bands

3 and 4, indicating that the emission from this source

is extremely band-limited. For the former observation,

we extracted each of the bursts from the correspond-

ing coherently-dedispersed data. We first dedispersed

each burst to its detected DM without collapsing the

frequency axis via RollingDedispersion.jl7. We then

1 https://github.com/lofar-astron/PyBDSF
2 https://github.com/chowdhuryaditya/gptool
3 https://github.com/scottransom/presto
4 https://github.com/astrogewgaw/candies
5 https://spotlight.ncra.tifr.res.in
6 Refer to this link for the gallery listing all bursts, and their ob-
served properties: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/

1aQKL8C5BR2ENEfRBaYbWo4hstaymkU9h?usp=sharing. The latter
are stored as CSV files, for easy access.

7 https://github.com/astrogewgaw/RollingDedispersion.jl
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Figure 1. Distributions of fitted parameters for all bursts detected in the Band 4 observations on 25/02/2024 and 14/03/2024,
plotted as a corner plot. This allows us to see the correlations, or their absence thereof, between different parameters. Bursts
detected in Band 3 were excluded, since including them would have introduced deviation into the distribution of spectral
parameters, such as the peak frequency or the band occupancy.
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downsampled all bursts to 128 channels along frequency.

For the data recorded on 25/02/2024, we downsampled

the data to a time resolution of 40.96 µs, 163.84 µs, or

327.68 µs, depending on whether the SNR of the burst

was > 25, between 10 and 25, or < 10 respectively. For

the data recorded on 14/03/2024, we downsampled ev-

erything to 655.36 µs, in order to compensate for the

SNR loss due to the use of uGMRT’s subarray mode.

Then, we corrected for the bandpass via a median nor-

malisation, and stored all bursts as *.npz files. Further

analysis was carried out using burfi (Bhattacharyya

et al. in prep), an analysis toolkit getting developed

for the SPOTLIGHT project. It independently fits each

burst’s profile and spectrum, while taking the presence

of multiple burst components and band-limited emis-

sion into account. For fitting each burst component, we

assume that each component is: 1) an intrinsically nor-

malised Gaussian, and 2) scattered equally and isotrop-

ically from a thin screen (that is, all components have

the same scattering timescale, τs). Since the data was

coherently dedispersed, we ignored the presence of any

residual DM smearing. The above assumptions lead to

the following analytical expression for each component

(adapted from McKinnon (2014)):

f(t, x̃) = b+
F

2τs
× exp

(
σ2

2τ2s

)
× exp

(
− t− µ

τs

)
×erfc

[
− 1√

2

(
t− µ

σ
− σ

τs

)] (1)

where t is time, x̃ is the parameter vector, F is the

burst fluence or the area under the pulse, µ is the

mean, σ is the standard deviation, τs is the scattering

timescale, erfc is the complementary error function, de-

fined as erfc(x) = 1− erf(x), and b is the baseline offset.

We assume all components to have the same τs, as well

as the same baseline offset b.

For spectral fitting, we isolated the frequency channels

where the burst was present (that is, its emission band).

This was done by first isolating sub-bands where the

emission was highest, collapsing each of them, and then

calculating the SNR via convolution with a boxcar of the

same width as the detected burst, to evaluate whether

it is present in that sub-band. This SNR calculation

was carried out using spyden8. Sub-bands where the

burst was present with an SNR greater than a certain

threshold were merged together, and then the spectrum

was fit only over this region. For this fit, we used a

simple Gaussian model. All fits were carried out using

scipy’s curve fit.

8 https://bitbucket.org/vmorello/spyden

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We observed 73 bursts in the first epoch and 46 in the

second epoch in Band 4, which implies a burst rate of

11.2 bursts hr−1 above a fluence of 36.8 mJy ms, and

14.2 bursts hr−1 above a fluence of 0.32 Jy ms, respec-

tively. After obtaining post-fit parameters from bursts,

and individual burst components, as outlined in § 2, the

next step was to look at their statistics. A bird’s-eye

view of the statistics for all bursts detected in Band

4 is given via Figure 1. In this figure we excluded the

bursts detected in Band 3 since they were less in number

and would have introduced deviations into the distribu-

tions of spectral parameters, such as the peak emission

frequency, or the band occupancy. From the plot, we

can see that the DM of the bursts is tightly constrained

around the median value of DMmed = 528.0 pc cm−3,

and ranges from 525.5 to 531.9 pc cm−3. The intrin-

sic width and the scattering timescale range from 0.31

ms to 39.36 ms, and 0.12 ms to 28.29 ms, respectively.

We also observed a wide fluence range of 36.82 mJy ms

to 7.47 Jy ms. The distributions for the intrinsic and

scattering widths, and the flux density and fluence of

the bursts, are all long-tailed, while the ones for the

peak emission frequency and the band occupancy of

the bursts are flat. This indicates that: 1) while the

former four parameters are clustered around their me-

dian values, there are a significant number of bursts for

which these deviate, and 2) the latter two parameters

are mostly unconstrained, which is quite typical of re-

peating FRBs. In Figure 2, we plot the absolute devi-

ation of these burst parameters from their median val-

ues. Note that we have included the bursts detected

in Band 3, and thus have calculated the median peak

emission frequency for them separately. The different

colours denote different observation epochs. The me-

dian scattering timescale estimated for 14/03/2024 for

Band 3 and Band 4 is 2.06 ms and 3.25 ms, respec-

tively. The median DM and fluence values measured

for both bands are 528.2 pc cm−3, 1.13 Jy ms for Band

3, and 528.0 pc cm−3, 1.19 Jy ms for Band 4. The me-

dian value of the emission bandwidth estimated for both

the bands is 73.438 MHz for Band 3, and 59.375 MHz

for Band 4. Though we observed an offset between the

scattering timescale, median DM, fluence and emission

bandwidth values between the two bands, we cannot

confirm the significance of this offset, since we detected

relatively fewer bursts in our dual-frequency sub-array

observation. For both bands recorded on 14/03/2024,

one can see that the deviations were highest across all

parameters, except for the flux density. This can fur-

ther be confirmed by looking at the corresponding plot

for the fluence of the bursts, where, once again, one can

https://bitbucket.org/vmorello/spyden
https://bitbucket.org/vmorello/spyden
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see larger deviations for the 14/03/2024 epochs. While

we did detect fewer bursts on 14/03/2024 due to the ob-

servation mode, we can still see that these bursts had

greater DM offsets, and were less bright, intrinsically

wider, and more scattered, compared to those detected

on 25/02/2024. These deviations could possibly imply

an evolution in the activity of FRB 20240114A in the

18 days between 25/02/2024 and 14/03/2024, and might

explain the extreme activity detected by other telescopes

around the same time as the latter epoch, such as FAST

(Zhang et al. 2024b).

3.1. Isotropic Energy Distribution

The isotropic energy distribution of the bursts is

shown in Figure 3A. The isotropic energy released from

a burst was calculated using the following equation (Ag-

garwal 2021):

E = 4π ×
(
DL

cm

)2 (
F

Jy s

)(
∆νocc
Hz

)
× 10−23 erg, (2)

where DL is the luminosity distance (610.29 Mpc for a

z = 0.13 for FRB 20240114A, taken from ATel #16613),

F is the fluence, ∆νocc is the band occupancy, and E is

the isotropic energy of the burst. The energy distribu-

tions of both high-energy bursts from magnetars, as well

giant pulses from pulsars, have been found to be well-

modeled by a power law of the form dN ∝ EαdE. For

instance, Göğüş et al. (1999, 2000) found that the bursts

from the magnetar SGR 1806−20 were well-described by

power laws with indices −1.43, −1.67, and −1.76, and

bursts from the magnetar SGR 1900+14 were well de-

scribed by a single power law with an index of −1.66.

Similarly, Bera & Chengalur (2019) found a spectral in-

dex of ≈ −3.0 for giant pulses from the Crab pulsar.

Such examples have motivated similar modeling to be

carried out for FRBs. Since we could see a break in

the distribution, we modeled it using a broken power

law (BPL), fitting the former part of the distribution

using a power law with slope α1 = −0.62 ± 0.01, and

the latter part of the distribution using a power law

with slope α2 = −1.98 ± 0.11, with a break between

both distributions at Ebreak = (6.24± 0.25)× 1037 ergs.

The slope of the latter distribution resembles that of the

Crab pulsar’s giant pulses (for example, see Mickaliger

et al. (2012)).

3.2. Waiting Time Distribution

The waiting time distribution of the bursts is plot-

ted in Figure 3B. The distribution is clearly bimodal,

as can be seen via the kernel density estimate (KDE)

plotted over it. Note that the x-axis is logarithmic.

We can go further and look at the cumulative wait-

ing time distribution as well, plotted in Figure 3C,

which has once again been modeled by using a bro-

ken power law (BPL). The former distribution was fit-

ted using a power law with slope α1 = −0.71 ± 0.01,

while the latter was fitted using a power law with slope

α2 = −2.09± 0.09, with a break between the two distri-

butions at tbreak = 413.68±11.62 seconds. As Aschwan-

den & McTiernan (2010) showed, a non-stationary Pois-

son process can lead to a power law waiting time distri-

bution, which plateaus towards shorter waiting times. A

smaller value of the power law index typically implies a

more rapidly varying burst rate (Aschwanden &McTier-

nan 2010). A broken power law indicates the presence

of two distinct populations, with the burst rate for the

former varying much more rapidly and intermittently

than the latter. This aligns with observations since the

former distribution represents burst profile components,

sub-bursts, or very close by, but independent, bursts.

3.3. Persistent Radio Source

From the preliminary analysis, ATel #16613 classi-

fied the host of FRB 20240114A as a dwarf star-forming

galaxy, and noted that its similarity to the hosts of FRB

20121102A and 20190520B. Both FRBs are highly ac-

tive repeaters, and have been associated with a persis-

tent radio source (PRS). However, a search for such a

source in archival radio survey data by the authors of

ATel #16613 yielded nothing, allowing them to place

a 3σ upper limit of 300µJy, using FIRST survey data,

taken at 1.5 GHz. A more stringent 5σ upper limit of

140µJy had already been placed earlier by Kumar et al.

(2024) using the uGMRT. Through our imaging analysis

(for details see § 2), we also did not find any significant

detection. The RMS in the region around the FRB’s

location is 24.8 µJy / beam; hence, we set the upper
detection limit on any continuum emission coincident

with this FRB to 124 µJy, with a 5σ significance. Note

that this is the most stringent constraint on the PRS,

and is ∼ 1.5 to 2 times fainter than the spatially coin-

cident PRS detected for FRB 20121102A (180 µJy) or

20190520B (260 µJy) (Chatterjee et al. 2017; Niu et al.

2022).

4. SUMMARY

We detected a sample of 135 bursts from FRB

20240114A in two epochs observing over a span of

300−750 MHz. The results from our subsequent analysis

of the distributions of the post-fit parameters obtained

from this sample can be summarised as follows:

• The dispersion measure of the bursts is tightly

constrained around the median value of DM =

https://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=16613
https://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=16613
https://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=16613
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occurs at Ebreak = (6.24± 0.25)× 1037 ergs. B. The waiting time distribution and C. the cumulative waiting time distribution
for all bursts. For the former, we have plotted the kernel density estimate (KDE), bringing the bi-modality of the distribution
to the forefront. The same bi-modality can be seen in C., and has been fitted with a broken power law with α1 = −0.71± 0.01
and α2 = −2.09± 0.09. The break occurs at tbreak = 413.68± 11.62 seconds.
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528 pc cm−3. Their peak frequency and band oc-

cupancy vary widely, a behaviour typical of repeat-

ing FRBs. A majority of the bursts were narrow,

scattered, and faint.

• A possible change of activity state between two

epochs separated by 18 days was observed, in

terms of the temporal evolution of the DM, in-

trinsic width, scattering timescale, and fluence of

the bursts. Also, a possible frequency-dependent

evolution of some of the burst properties was seen

in our dual-frequency observation.

• Both the energy and waiting time distributions

were well-fit by a broken power law. This once

again implied the presence of two distinct popula-

tions of bursts. A flatter slope (−0.71 ± 0.01) in

the waiting time distribution, along with a steeper

slope (−1.98 ± 0.1) in the energy distribution,

points to a small population of bright, closely clus-

tered, and intermittent bursts, overlaid on a larger

population of faint bursts being regularly emitted

by this source.
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